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Abstract

Dedicated network circuits (lightpaths) are an effective way to provide enhanced quality of service to demanding applications. Lightpaths are popular in the scientific community, where applications transport large quantities of data around the world for distributed visualisations or computations. Many research networks support this service model internally and co-operate to extend the service beyond their network boundaries.

Inter-domain lightpath provisioning requires some degree of knowledge of topology data, but network operators do not always wish to exchange their full topology, either for security, business, or for scalability reasons.

We present in this article a simulation study on the impact of topology aggregation for multi-domain lightpath provisioning. In particular we focus on the consequences of aggregation in the path finding process. Our work shows that a full mesh representation of the border nodes provides the best results among the various aggregation strategies. Our study uses realistic topologies for hybrid optical networks and this leads to results different from previous studies.
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1 Introduction

Hybrid optical network architectures have become popular in many research and education networks\cite{1}. Two different levels of service are available on the same physical infrastructure: the majority of users use the routed IP services; bandwidth hungry, delay sensitive applications utilise dedicated circuits. The dedicated circuits are called lightpaths. The advantage for the provider is in the separation of regular traffic from more QoS sensitive data streams\cite{2}.

In a single network domain the operators are free to choose management and control plane to create the circuits. Multi-domain lightpaths present instead many challenges, as different management and control planes have to interoperate\cite{3}. The exchange of network topology information is an essential component in this process; in \cite{4} we have presented a distributed information model to address this issue. Still, network operators do not always wish to share their full topology, either for security, business, or for scalability reasons. Topology abstraction and topology aggregation are an alternative to full information exchanges.

Our research has focused on the use of aggregation for the description of hybrid networks. There are several different ways of aggregating network topologies, more on this in section \ref{sec:related_work}. However it is unclear what the performance difference is between these different approaches. Using emulations we have attempted to quantify the impact of aggregation on inter-domain path finding. This article presents our results.

2 Related work

2.1 Topology aggregation approaches

Topology aggregation is not a new research topic. One of the first standards on the area of topology aggregation was in the Private Network-to-Network Interface (PNNI) Specification\cite{5} of the ATM forum. For the PNNI hierarchical routing Lee\cite{6} provided an overview of three aggregation methods: Symmetric Node, Symmetric Star and Full Mesh. We adopted this classification in our work.

In the Symmetric Node approach, also called Simple Node, the topology of a complete domain is replaced by a single node, which is directly connected to other domains (bottom-left of Fig. 1). A single metric is advertised for the connectivity through this node. This single parameter implies that all connectivity through the node is considered to be symmetrical.

In the Symmetric Star approach the topology of a domain is aggregated using a central node (bottom-centre of Fig. 1). The border nodes of the original topology and their inter-domain connections are preserved. The intra-domain connections are represented by virtual links, spokes, to
a virtual central node, the nucleus. All connectivity in this topology runs through the nucleus. This aggregation method is often referred to as Star aggregation. This is called a symmetric approach because a default definition for the properties of the spokes is used. All the spokes then have the same properties, unless explicitly specified otherwise.

The Full Mesh aggregation preserves the most information of the original topology (bottom-right of Fig. 1). Like in the Star aggregation, the border nodes are kept in the aggregated topology. Instead of a central node in the aggregated topology, there is a full mesh of connections between the border nodes. These aggregated connections between the border nodes can accurately describe the properties of the path through the domain, thus preserving the most important information for connections crossing the domain.

2.2 Performance evaluation

An aggregated topology hides details about the intra-domain connectivity; as a consequence inter-domain pathfinding on an aggregated topology is not always optimal. There are two immediate performance impacts. First, in an aggregated topology there is no discernible difference between a domain that has many internal hops and a domain with one hop. For this reason, the paths found in the aggregated topology may not be the shortest paths in the physical topology. Second, a path found in the aggregated topology sometimes does not map to a path in the physical topology due to the lack of available resources. This means that the path found in the aggregated topology is a false positive.

Evaluations of the performance and scalability of aggregation methods exist in the literature. We summarize here the results of three published studies on this topic: the work of Guo and Matta on a single emulated ATM network[7]; the work of Awerbuch et al. on several emulated topologies with
2.2.1 Performance Evaluation Study by Guo and Matta

Guo and Matta [7] examined the performance of aggregation methods in a single ATM topology, which they randomly divided in domains. They used two traffic workload schemes: a uniform workload, where source and destination pairs are uniformly distributed over the network; and a skewed workload, where some nodes are selected as destination for the majority of the connections.

Their conclusion was that under uniform workload Full Mesh and Star outperform Simple Node significantly; under skewed load the Simple Node performs better than or as well as Full Mesh and Star aggregations. In all cases the Star approach performs slightly worse than the Full Mesh as the former provides a less detailed view of the available bandwidth.

2.2.2 Performance Evaluation Study by Awerbuch et al.

Awerbuch et al. in [8] also compared aggregation schemas in specifically designed topologies, as well as randomly generated networks. They studied performance when using several aggregation methods, not only the ones proposed by Lee. They introduced two types of link metrics: links with constant cost functions and links with exponential cost functions, where the link cost increases exponentially as the available bandwidth decreases. To solve the problem of false positives they used crank-back, where information regarding this false-positive is then used in subsequent attempts to find a path. This also gives an indication for the set-up delay, because route recalculation when crank-backs occur is a time consuming task.

The results of the simulations confirm the authors’ earlier theoretical work [10] that an exponential metric performs much better than a constant metric. In fact, even the worst aggregation strategy in the exponential metric simulation performs better than the best aggregation method in the constant metric simulation. Their results also show that the Star aggregation performs worse than other methods. It should be noted they did not consider the Single Node approach.

2.2.3 Aggregated Topologies in Optical Networks

Liu et al. [9, 3] have applied the Simple Node and Full Mesh aggregations to inter-domain WDM networks. This provides us with interesting results as aggregations had been extensively studied in ATM networks, but not in optical networks. In both cases the authors used a wavelength availability vector to represent the available wavelengths. The aggregation strategies are tested using two different lightpath provisioning strategies. They use the
term transparent for lightpaths that have the same end-to-end wavelength, and translucent for lightpaths that use different wavelengths using optical-electrical-optical (OEO) conversions.

The authors show results of their simulation on a topology with 9 domains and 19 inter-domain links, using 8 or 16 wavelengths. For transparent lightpaths Full Mesh performs better than Single Node aggregation. In the translucent case, there is still a difference between the two aggregation schemes, but the difference is smaller than in the transparent case.

3 Simulation setup

We have implemented a simulation to test the different aggregation methods. There are two main steps in the simulation: domain generation, and path finding in aggregated topology.

3.1 Domain generation

There are a large number of ways to generate random graphs. Barabási and Albert have shown in 1999\[11\] that many complex networks, exhibit a scale-free property. They determined that the probability $P(k)$ that a vertex in the network interacts with k other vertices decays as a power law, following $P(k) \sim k^{-\gamma}$. The value of $\gamma$ varies with different types of graphs, but is usually $2 \leq \gamma \leq 3$. In case of the BGP router network, the value of $\gamma \sim 2$.

It is still unclear whether current hybrid optical networks are scale-free. The networks are too small and nodes have too small degrees to come to a definitive conclusion. We believe that as optical networks grow larger, they will also follow the power-law distribution. For this reason we chose the Barabási-Albert algorithm as implemented in the NetworkX Python module \[12\] to generate the graphs, and follow the procedure outlined in Alg. 1.

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{itemize}
  \item Generate $D$ domains
  \item Generate $N$ nodes in each $d$ that belongs to $D$
  \item Create list of inter-domain node pairs: $l = (n_i, n_j)$ where $n_i$ belongs to $d_i$ and $n_j$ belongs to $d_j$
\end{itemize}
\end{algorithm}

This generation method yields a different $\gamma$ than the plain Barabási-Albert algorithm. Analysis of the results of this generation method shows that $\gamma$ averages to $\sim 2.3$, which is comparable to BGP networks.

In total we have $(D \cdot N) \cdot ((D - 1) \cdot N) \cdot \frac{1}{2}$ number of pairs. Before each run we shuffle this pair-list.
3.2 Path finding using aggregation

In this step we create a network emulation of the graph $G$. Starting from the full graph we create a Full Mesh aggregation (see Alg. 2), a Star aggregation (see Alg. 3) and a Simple Node aggregation (see Alg. 4).

```
for each domain $d$ do
  for each boundary node $b$ do
    for each boundary node $b'$ do
      Search for a path from $b$ to $b'$
      if path exists then
        Add connection ($b, b'$) to aggregated view
      end if
    end for
  end for
end for
Add inter-domain connections to aggregated view

Algorithm 2: Full mesh aggregation
```

```
for each domain $d$ do
  Create virtual device nucleus $d_n$
  for each boundary node $b$ in $d$ do
    if $b$ has intra-domain connectivity then
      Add connection from $b$ to $d_n$ to aggregated view
    end if
  end for
end for
Add inter-domain connections to aggregated view

Algorithm 3: Star aggregation
```

Once we have generated the aggregated topologies, our path finding algorithm proceeds in the same manner independently of the aggregation strategy. The pseudo-code in Alg. 5 illustrates our method.

In all cases we use a standard Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. As a baseline we perform pathfinding on the graph using complete information of the graph, that is, we work with the full graph. This is the ideal case, to which all aggregation methods should approximate.

Line 2 of Alg. 5 shows that for each pathfinding attempt on the pair of endpoints $(x, y)$, we add $x$ and $y$ to the aggregated graph. We do this according to Alg. 6.

Line 12 of Alg. 5 shows that we update the intra-domain topology by removing used links. This extra operation make sense only in the Full Mesh
for each domain $d$ do
    Create a single node that represents the domain
end for
for each inter-domain connection in full topology do
    Determine domain endpoints of connection, $d_1$ and $d_2$
    Select single nodes $s_1$ and $s_2$ representing $d_1$ and $d_2$
    Add connection between $s_1$ and $s_2$ to aggregated view
end for

Algorithm 4: Single Node aggregation

for each pair $(x,y)$ in $l$ do
    Add $x$ and $y$ to the aggregated view
    Search a path between $x$ and $y$ in the aggregated view:
    if path exists then
        Translate path to full-topology view full_path
        if full_path is available then
            Record result
        else
            Record false positive
        end if
    end if
    [Update intra-domain topology by removing used links]
    Remove $x$ and $y$ from the aggregated view
end for

Algorithm 5: Path finding strategy
for each \((x, y)\) do
  if Aggregation strategy is Full Mesh then
    Search for a path between \(x\) and all boundary nodes in \(d_x\)
    if path exists then
      Add connection to aggregated view
    end if
    Repeat for \(y\) in \(d_y\)
  end if
  if Aggregation strategy is Star then
    Add connection from \(x\) to nucleus \(d_nx\)
    Add connection from \(y\) to nucleus \(d_ny\)
  end if
  if Aggregation graph is Single Node then
    Add connection from \(x\) to single node for \(d_x\)
    Add connection from \(y\) to single node for \(d_y\)
  end if
end for

Algorithm 6: Addition of end nodes \(x\) and \(y\) to aggregated graph

aggregation strategy. We should point out that the Full Mesh without updates is very similar to the Simple Node method. The Full Mesh without updates shows the edge nodes, with a full mesh between them. The Simple Node graph only shows a single point, implicitly assuming full connectivity between all its inter-domain interfaces. Regardless of whether intra-domain updates occurs, all of the aggregation methods do update the inter-domain connectivity. In our experience the mean time between lightpath requests can be measured in the order of days or even weeks, so in this study we do not take the propagation delays into account.

4 Results

Each time a path is found, we record the result (success or false-positive), length of that path, and the new resource usage of the network. From each simulation run we have a large set of results (10^4 data points per aggregation method).

The length of the paths will change as the network is gradually filled up. Initially path lengths are fairly stable, as the network is still empty and almost any path will succeed. Paths will start at the average path length in that network, and gradually increase. As the network starts to fill up, most requests will still succeed, but the path length peaks as longer and longer detours are taken. This grows until the network becomes nearly saturated, meaning that large parts of the network are in use. Then only
small disconnected parts of the network remain available, and the chance of success depends on the distance in the network. The path lengths will gradually decrease to the minimum, i.e. paths between neighbours.

To show the combined effects of the path length and the success rate we examine the development of inter-domain resource usage over the successive requests. The inter-domain resource usage is defined as the fraction of links between domains that have been used in successful requests. We have set this against an index describing the number of path requests that have been submitted to the network so far. This index is normalized to the complete graph-size, also called the Relative Index below.

There are two different behaviours detectable over successive requests, the initial increase in path lengths, and the slow decrease once the network reaches a saturation point, as shown in figure 2. Therefore we use two different functions for fitting to the results. We determine the split by the path length peak. The peak and everything before is the first part, and afterwards is the second part.

\[
\text{InterDomainUsage} = A \cdot \text{RelativeIndex}
\]  

(1)

In the second section the behaviour is dictated by a decreasing success-rate and path length. This follows a slow logarithmic growth in inter-domain resource usage. So we fit the results using the function shown in equation 2.

\[
\text{InterDomainUsage} = A \cdot \ln \text{(RelativeIndex)}
\]  

(2)

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{scatterplot.png}
\caption{A scatterplot showing the path length distribution in full view}
\end{figure}
InterDomainUsage = A \cdot \log(\text{RelativeIndex}) + B \quad (2)

In figures 3 and 4 we show the fits for the results on the graphs with \((d = 150, n = 5)\). Tables 1 and 2 show the fitted values, along with their errors, and the explained variance.

![Graph showing Inter-Domain Resource Usage](image)

**Figure 3: Fitted functions for the initial linear growth phase**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>σ</th>
<th>(R^2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
<td>3649</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Mesh</td>
<td>3409</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM no updates</td>
<td>1263</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star</td>
<td>1591</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Node</td>
<td>1145</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Fitted values in the initial linear growth phase**

The graph of the first section in figure 3 shows the initial linear growth. Recall that the boundary for the first section is determined by the peak in the path lengths. The fitted graphs all end around 60% resource usage, however the more aggregated the longer it takes to get there. The same difference in performance continues in the logarithmic growth part of the fit. The Full Mesh aggregation performs almost perfectly compared to the not aggregated case. The Star aggregation method shows a significantly lower performance, with the Full Mesh without updates just below it. The Single Node aggregation method clearly performs worst of all the aggregation methods.
Figure 4: Fitted functions for the logarithmic growth phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>variable</th>
<th>value</th>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>0.0857</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>1.1451</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Mesh</td>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>0.0858</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>1.1322</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM no updates</td>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>0.0912</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>1.1331</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star</td>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>0.0908</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>1.1355</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Node</td>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>0.0926</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>1.1250</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Fitted values in logarithmic growth phase
In figure 5 we show the fractions of false positives in a box plot. It should be noted that these false positives only occur in the logarithmic growth phase. None of the aggregation methods show false positives in their linear growth phase.

It is not possible to have false positives with the full view, nor with the Full Mesh view with updates. In the latter case, the update mechanism always makes the graph reflect the current availability in the network. The number of false positives is extremely high in the aggregation strategies without detailed intra-domain connectivity in the logarithmic growth phase. When the Single Node is used, only 1 in 10 attempts will result in an actual path. Even with the Star aggregation, which shows some intra-domain details, over 75% of the attempts is a false positive result. This clearly shows that once the network resources becomes less and less available, detailed knowledge of intra-domain connectivity is required in order to provide accurate results for inter-domain pathfinding.

5 Discussion

Our results clearly show that aggregation does indeed have an impact on the performance of inter-domain pathfinding. In the initial linear growth phase the Full Mesh aggregation strategy performs close to the Full View. The other aggregation strategies perform significantly worse.

This difference in performance becomes much smaller in the logarithmic growth phase, where the growth of inter-domain resource usage in all aggregation strategies is very similar. However in this phase the number of false positives in the aggregation methods without accurate intra-domain connectivity is extremely high. This means that once the network becomes reasonably filled, these aggregation strategies become almost unusable without a way of filtering out these false positives.
A possible way of using the information from false positives is by using crank-backs. This method of locally updating the view of the topology using false-positive information ultimately creates a similar view on the graph as the Full Mesh method does. The difference is that with crank-back the majority of the effort of creating the updated graph lies with the requester. The resulting graph is also not shared with the other domains. The load of pathfinding is then shifted from the domains, performing less updates, to the source, which has to perform the crank-backs. We have seen from the false-positive results that clients will very often have to perform these crank-backs in saturated networks.

An argument that is often used in favour of using aggregation is scaling: finding paths in large detailed graphs takes more time than finding a path in an aggregated graph. This argument fails to take the cost of constructing and updating the aggregated graph into account. In the case of the Full Mesh graph with updates, the cost of maintaining the graph is distributed over all the domains. The total distributed processing time is then higher than finding a path in a full detailed graph. The aggregated topologies are less hard to maintain in the Star, Simple Node, or Full Mesh without updates, but these views show a very large number of false-positives. To get reasonable performance in these strategies, very time consuming crank-backs have to be used.

It is somewhat difficult to compare our results to the results of Awerbuch et al. since they use crank-backs. However, the general performance trends in their results are similar to ours. Full Mesh (‘Complete’ in their terminology) performs best, while both their Star aggregation methods show a slightly worse performance.

Comparing our results to the results of Guo and Matta, we see a significant difference in the performance of the Star aggregation. In their study the Star performs almost equally with the Full Mesh aggregation, while both in Awerbuch et al. and our results the Star aggregation performs significantly worse. Unfortunately, we cannot reproduce their results, even when using their topology we see a significant difference between the Full Mesh and Star aggregations.

We have presented our results to them, and they responded that the difference is probably caused by the different approaches in our simulations. In their simulations they incorporate a delay between topology updates communicated to other domains. In our simulations there is no delay, however, we have also shown our results of the Full Mesh without updating. FM without updates performs slightly worse than Star in our case. However, when we also run the Star aggregation without updates, it performs significantly worse than FM without updates.
6 Future work

A direct comparison with the results of Liu et al. is not possible, because we have not allowed partial use of links as they do when multiple wavelengths runs on the same connection. But such a comparison is very interesting given that DWDM is often the core technology in hybrid networks.

In general, our results would benefit if we consider the various technologies used in hybrid networks. This means including information over the various networks layers, and making this information available to the path finding algorithm. Work on multi-layer pathfinding[13] exists, but the algorithm is based on full topology information. An open issue is defining aggregation strategies for multi-layer topologies. This is is far from trivial: besides aggregation of the connectivity information, the encoding and the adaptation capabilities must also be considered. We intend to perform this research next.

Another open issue is mixed aggregation strategies. Our simulations used the same aggregation strategy for all domains. In practice different domains will make different choices for topology aggregation. We intend to investigate what effect mixed aggregation have on the performance of the inter-domain network pathfinding.

7 Conclusion

Hybrid networks provide a new model for support of high-demand applications, and inter-domain path finding is an essential component in building world-wide lightpaths. Path finding algorithms need information on the available network resources; the level of detail provided by each domain impacts the performance and outcome of a path finding search.

In this article we have examined what kind of impact aggregation has on the performance of inter-domain pathfinding. We have described different aggregation methods, and performed simulations to test and quantify this impact. Our study differs from existing studies as it uses realistic topologies for hybrid optical networks, with multiple domains and inter-domain links. We can conclude that a full mesh representation of the full topology provides the best results among the various aggregation strategies. False positive and false negative paths can be avoided by updating the topology information in the aggregated views, but this increases the processing required at each domain.
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